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Australian schools context
8 States and Territories 

Primary /elementary schools 

• 8,000 primary schools

• 126,000 primary teachers 

• 14 teachers/school

• 30 students per class

Secondary/high schools

• 2,700 secondary schools

• 123,000 secondary teachers 

• 30 students per class
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Australian Academy of Science

The Shine Dome, Canberra
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Funding for the 2 AAS programs

PrimaryConnections

Proof of concept phase (2003 -2004):

Funded by the Australian Foundation for Science

2005 – May 2011:

AU $9.7 million Australian Government funds 

______________________________________________________

Science by Doing

Mid 2007 – end 2010:

AU $3.5 million Australian Government funds
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Science by Doing

• Inquiry-based science education 

for Junior secondary

• Currently in trial phase

• 28 trial schools

• Developing professional 

learning communities

• Professional learning resources

• Curriculum materials for students 

with teacher manual
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What is inquiry-based science education?

Scientific inquiry can be defined as an attempt to develop

explanations about the natural world by using evidence and logic. 

(American Assn for the Advancement of Science)

While inquiry teaching is being recommended, a major dilemma that

has arisen is the lack of clear definition for classroom teachers.

(Newman et al 2004)
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From…
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To… engaged students inquiring
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Primary Curriculum time/week

Learning area        Minutes/week

English 564

Maths 263

Science 45

Total time /week 1486 

Science - 2.7% of teaching time

(Angus et al, 2007)
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• Low priority for science in the primary school

• Overcrowding of the primary curriculum

• Un-achievable syllabus requirements in science 

• Inadequate resourcing of science education

• Limited access to quality in-service professional learning for teachers

“[Changes to beliefs and skills] are significant changes, beyond the 

reach of simple content delivery models of professional development”
Tytler, R. (2007) Re-imagining science education, Australian Education Review

Challenges for primary science education: 

(Peers, 2001)
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• Low priority for science in the primary curriculum

• Overcrowding of the primary curriculum

• Un-achievable syllabus requirements in science 

• Inadequate resourcing of science education

• Limited access to quality in-service professional learning for teachers

• Limited opportunities for teachers (and trainee teachers) to see quality 

teaching of science

• Limited time for science education units in pre-service teacher courses

• Limited understanding by decision makers of the issues in the teaching of 

primary science

• Limited understanding of science itself in the school context by teachers, 

principals and decision makers

• Change-weary teachers

• Low teacher confidence

Challenges for primary science education:

(Peers, 2001)
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Enablers for teachers:

• Ensure time for change

– over extended periods

• Provide access to 

professional learning

• Address resourcing

• Foster positive attitudes to change

• Successful professional learning 

and teaching experiences 

• Provide support 

(Peers, Diezmann & Watters, 2003;  Peers, 2001)
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Purpose of school science  

- developing scientific literacy

Program for international Student Assessment (PISA) (OECD, 2006)

Scientific literacy refers to an individual’s

• scientific knowledge and use of that knowledge to 

- identify questions, acquire new knowledge, explain scientific phenomena 

and draw evidence-based conclusions about science-related issues

• understanding of the characteristic features of science as a form of human

knowledge and inquiry

• awareness of how science and technology shape our material, intellectual, 

and cultural environments

• willingness to engage in science-related issues and with the ideas of 

science, as a reflective citizen
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Framework for PISA science assessment (OECD 2009)

Context
Life situations that 

involve science and 

technology.

Competencies
•Identify scientific issues

•Explain phenomena

scientifically

•Use scientific evidence

Knowledge

What you know:

•About the natural world

(knowledge of science)

•About science itself

(knowledge about science)

Attitudes

How you respond to science 

issues:

•interest

•support for scientific inquiry

•responsibility

Requires you to:

How you do so is 

influenced by:

… focus on ‘scientific literacy’  

rather than ‘science’ (p 128)
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• student-centred learning

• linking science with literacy 

and numeracy

• 5Es teaching and learning model

• student-planned investigations

• embedded assessment

• cooperative learning

• argumentation pedagogy

(Australian Academy of Science, 2005)

PrimaryConnections

Inquiry approach features:
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PrimaryConnections Science and literacy 

– a mutually supportive relationship

Literacy empowers – without literacy 

students have restricted access to learning 

science

Without learning science, students have restricted access to 

understanding how the world works and how to make evidence-

based decisions about their own health and well-being.
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The PrimaryConnections Indigenous Perspectives 

framework is designed to support teachers to link 

science, literacy and Indigenous perspectives.

Incorporating Indigenous perspectives

www.science.org.au/primaryconnections/

http://www.science.org.au/primaryconnections/
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What is the research on both projects?

• Programs are based on research findings in the literature

• Ongoing process of evaluation and research

• Research on trial teachers and the trialling process

• Research on leaders in schools

• Research on professional learning facilitators 

– forming professional learning communities

• Research on Student learning

• Project evaluation

Workshops 2007, 2008
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Comprehensive inquiry-based approaches 

• Professional learning

– training and resources

• Curriculum resources

• Indigenous perspectives

• Trialled in schools Australia-wide 

• Based on research

• Collaborative - National Reference Group 

(Representatives from all states 

and key professional groups)

Independent external evaluation 

Deputy Prime Minister Julia Gillard 

launches a Primary Connections 

unit in  April 2008 
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Inquiry-based science education

www.science.org.au/primary connections/

http://www.science.org.au/primaryconnections/

